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Fundamental advantage of using corrugated web girder rather than plate girder reinforced with sti�eners is securing stability
against shear buckling of web and unnecessary sti�eners despite the thinner web. Nonetheless, because shear buckling behavior
of corrugated web is very complex, the design mechanism for beams and local, global, and interactive buckling problems should
be considered in designing of its structural optimization for better economics and reasonableness. �erefore, this paper proposes
a mathematical model for minimum weight design of sinusoidal web girder for securing better stability with smooth corrugation
and aims at developing its optimum design program. �e constraints for the optimum design were composed on the basis of the
standards of EN 1993-1-5, DASt-R015, andDIN 18800, and the optimumprogramwas coded in accordance with the standards based
on Real-Coded Genetic Algorithms. �e genetic operators for the developed program resulted in a stable solution with crossover
probability between 12.5 and 50%, and the perturbation vector for outbreeding could obtain the best result with the model being
applied of feasible design variable space of 20–30%. Additionally, the increase of yield strength resulted in decreased value of the
objective function, and it was found through the change of the value of the constraint function that the thickness of web was an
important factor in the optimum structural design.

1. Introduction

Plate girders reinforced with sti�eners are widely used for
long-span steel structures and under condition of heavy load.
Nonetheless, the thin and long webs are fundamentally sub-
jected to buckling and corrugated webs surfaced as a solution
to this problem. Corrugated plates were actively applied in
various elds starting with the patent granting to Palmer Ltd.
of Great Britain in 1829, and the application of corrugated
plates is easily seen even now in such structures as container,
train, and hangar gate.�e application of corrugation to ordi-
nary structures started with webs on the basis of aeronautic
ndings in 1924, and it has been used in ordinary steel
structures since early 1960s [1].

Technological achievements of corrugation in Europe are
well explained in the standards of EN 1993-1-5 [2], DIN 18800
T1-3 [3], and DASt-R015 [4] more fundamentally than those
of the USA or Japan because of its earlier commercialization

in Europe. �e structural design mechanism is such that the
corrugated web is designed to withstand shear force only
because the bending moment is not transferred on the web
owing to the accordion e�ect of the corrugated web, and the
design scheme for plate girder is also similar [5]. Corrugation
has been mainly designed for trapezoidal or sinusoidal shape
[6]. �e stability of shear buckling due to thinness is a�ected
by the height and wave form of the web, and local buckling,
global buckling, and their coupling take place. Investigations
of corrugatedwebmainly focused on shear buckling behavior
and safety, elastic transverse buckling due to bending of cor-
rugatedweb girder, behavior of fatigue load and improvement
of the fatigue life, and so on [7–12]. Particularly, the initial
imperfection is adequately sensitive to bring about shear
buckling, and verication of the buckling performance for the
safety becomes a very important factor.

Easley and McFarland [13] proposed an appropriate
solution to explain the overall buckling with orthotropic
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theory in their investigation of shear buckling and veried
it through an experiment, and later Elgaaly and Dagher [14]
published their research ndings on the history and develop-
ment of corrugated web research. Additionally, Abbas et al.
[15] analytically investigated the characteristics of interactive
buckling and constraint and dealt with the in�uence of initial
imperfection. Driver et al. [16] proposed a design range of
shear buckling of corrugated web bridge, andMoon et al. [17]
presented shear strength that could provide better evaluation.
Circular corrugation was investigated by Chan et al. [18] for
accurate analysis and the improvement of sti�ness owing to
the corrugation in comparison to smooth web was compared
in terms of analytical and experimental results. Vertical and
horizontal circular corrugation shape were also investigated
to the elastic-plastic zone.

Zhang et al. [19] started a research to dene the optimum
section for hot-rolled wholly corrugated web (WCW) beam.
Particularly, they developed an optimum parameter set for
WCW H-shaped beam based on the optimization of plate
web beam and investigated the in�uence of corrugation
parameters. �ey cited research ndings of Li et al. [20] to
explain that the buckling resistance capacity of the corrugated
web beam against axial force was 1.5 to 2 times greater
than plate web beam. �e equation for equivalent buckling
strength was used as dimensionless objective function with
cross-sectional area and section height. However, the depth
of corrugation wave was restricted to between 2 and 4.6 times
the thickness of corrugation web as a boundary condition,
and this restriction considered general conditions for the
production of hot-rolled WCW H-shaped web. When cor-
rugation web strip is fabricated by welding onto �ange, the
range of the restriction on the cross section is di�erent in
reality [21]. Additionally, the resistance capacity of thin cor-
rugated web against shear buckling becomes the design main
factor, and the research on the optimum structural design in
consideration of this factor and the search techniques is still
insu�cient.

�is study proposes a method for an optimum structural
design of sinusoidal corrugated web (SCW) beam and aims
at developing its global optimization program. �e objective
function is theminimumweight, and the constraint functions
are applied pursuant to standards of EN 1993-1-5 [2], DIN
18800 T1-3 [3], and DASt-R015 [4]. �e design program
is developed by applying a Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm
(RCGA), which does not require decoding, and is applied
to an exemplar case of simple supported beam to investigate
the variation of solutions with respect to the parameters of
the genetic operator and the application characteristics. �is
paper is organized as follows. First section introduces the
direction and purpose of this study, and the second section
describes the design method for the SCW beam to be applied
in this study. Section 3 describes the mathematical model
for minimum weight design and explains the developed
program. Finally, Section 4 carries out the analysis of the
results of example, and the conclusion of the optimum design
is discussed in Section 5.
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Figure 1: Shape of sinusoidal corrugation with the shape parame-
ters.

2. Design Standards of SCW
(Sinusoidal Corrugated Web) Beam

In the design of SCW beam, there are two important
characteristics of structural design mechanism. One is that
the functions of web and �ange are separately applied, and the
other is the resistance against shear buckling is very complex
for the analysis. Particularly, the number of design variables
of web to determine the shear performance is very large,
and the height of the web still a�ects the resistance of �ange
against the bending moment even if the roles of �ange and
web are separated.

2.1. Shape and Shear Buckling Stress of SCW. �e shape
parameters for the design of sinusoidal corrugated web can
be dened by the depth of corrugation wave (�3/2), weigh
length (�), and web thickness (��) as shown in Figure 1.
�e corrugation function of sinusoidal shape (�), half-wave
length (�), and inertia moment of corrugated web (��) can be
dened as shown in (1)∼(3), respectively.

� = �32 sin( 
��) , (1)

� = ∫�
0
√1 + {�3
2� cos( 
��)}2��, (2)

�� = ∫�
0
[ �3�12 + �� {�32 sin( 
��)}2]��. (3)

Shear buckling of a web is di�erent from a plate girder
in that a web does not need sti�eners due to its resistance
to corrugation, and a thin corrugated web can perform as
good as a thick �at web. However, corrugation webs have to
secure stability against local buckling occurring in one cor-
rugation, global buckling occurring in several corrugations,
or interactive buckling, and EN 1993-1-5 Annex D species
the idealized critical shear stress as shown in (4a) and (4b).
Pasternak and Hannebauer [1] claimed that sinusoidal corru-
gation resulted in better than trapezoidal corrugation owing
to its smoother shape and introduced theoretical equations
based on global buckling experiments as shown in (5) [21].

�cr,� = (5.34 + �3�ℎ���) 
2�12 (1 − ]
2) (��� )

2 , (4a)

�cr,� = 32.4��ℎ2� 4√���3�, (4b)
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�cr,�
= {15.065 + ( ��3ℎ���)

2}{�� (ℎ�2 )2}−1 4√���3�. (5)

2.2. Shear Resistance Capacity of SCW. �eweb against shear
force should be designed by (6a) and (6b), and the factors �
and  have di�erent specied values depending on EN 1993-1-
5 [2] or DASt-R015 [4]. Nonetheless, the basic design concept
is the same, and the reduction factor of  is determined
by limit slenderness ratio with respect to local and global
buckling.

!�� ≤ !	� (= !	
#� ) , (6a)

!	
 = � ⋅  ⋅ %�,� ⋅ ℎ� ⋅ ��. (6b)

EN 1993-1-5 [2] and Pasternak and Hannebauer [1]
dened the value of � as 1/√3, and DASt-R015 [4] dened it
as 0.35. Additionally, reduction factors of DASt-R015 [4] are
presented di�erently depending on the buckling type as (7),
and the design realm for the resistance to the shear force also
di�ers a little. DASt-R.015 [4] standard sets the lower slender-
ness ratio ('�) for local or global buckling as the reduction
factor. Particularly, global buckling stress is specied in the
range between 0.5 and 2 times local buckling stress.

 = 0.84'� ≤ 1.0, (7)

where '� = max ('�,� : '�,�) ,
'�,� = √ %�,�√3�cr,� ,

'�,� =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

√ 2%�,�√3�cr,� 0.5 ≤ �cr,��cr,� ≤ 2.0
√ %�,�√3�cr,� other.

(8)

Although EN 1993-1-5 [1] standard is also similar to
other standards, the equation for reduction factor is proposed
di�erently for local buckling and global buckling as shown in
(9a) and (9b). However, the same equation for slenderness
ratio is used for local buckling and global buckling.

 � = 1.150.9 + '�,� ≤ 1.0, (9a)

 � = 1.50.5 + '2�,� ≤ 1.0, (9b)

where

'�,�(�) = √ %�,�√3�cr,�(�) . (10)

2.3. Resistance Capacity of Flange. When moment and shear
force are designed to resist �ange and web, respectively,
according to the designmethods of Siokola [5] and Pasternak
and Hannebauer [1], the �ange should be designed by (11a)
and (11b), where>�� is the axial force of the �ange member,>	� is the design stress, and #� is the partial safety factor.

>�� ≤ >	� (= >	
#� ) , (11a)

>	
 = min (>,	
 : >�,	
,� : >�,	
,�) . (11b)

�e computation of axial force of �ange depends on
whether it is tensile force or compressive force, and the design
resistance capacity of �ange against tensile force is given by
the following equation:

>,	
 = %� ⋅ ?� ⋅ ��. (12)

Safety against buckling should be considered in case of
compression, and both local and global buckling should be
examined. First of all, local buckling should be examined
for the limit width-thickness ratio, and the reduced stress of
�ange by applying the e�ective width of �ange reduced by
corrugation is computed by (13), where @1 is the largest value
of compressive stress [3].

>�,	
,� = @1 ⋅ ?� ⋅ ��. (13)

Global buckling of �ange is a�ected by the spacing of the
lateral support and is dened by (14) [1], where A� is specied
in DIN 18800 T.1 Tab.8 [3] and B is the lateral support length
of �ange. However, if the load exerted on the �ange does not
surpass the maximum load, the safety examination can be
omitted.

>�,	
,� = 0.5
√12√�%� ?2���A�B . (14)

Additionally, design issues of various combination stress
and concentrated load need to be considered. Moreover,
constraint on the shear force andmoment combination stress
can result in reduction of the load capacitymainlywhen shear
force and �exural moment take place simultaneously at the
end of a continuous beam [1].

3. Optimum Structural Design by
RCGA (Real-Coded Genetic Algorithms)

�e di�culty of optimization problems has been addressed
with numerical analytic methods and development of com-
puter to make the optimization problem easier. Among these
developments, GA is easy to explain and simple to program.
Although it has been applied to many problems, the behavior
can be very complex and it is not easy to predict how it
operates and what kind of operators are most appropriate.
Nevertheless, it is a very useful technique to be applied to
global optimization problems or problems which are di�cult
to be dealt with by conventional methods.
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3.1. Formulation of an Optimization Problem. �e optimum
structural design refers to the method to simultaneously
satisfy the constraints imposed on the design variables and to
compute the design variables, which minimizes the objective
function. �e economic design problem usually entails the
weight of the member as the objective function. �us, the
minimum weight design problems with objective functionC(x) can be dened as (15a) and (15b), and it is the goal to
search for the design variable of minimum weight, which
satises the constraints. Since the unit weight shown in the
objective function is a constant in case of all members having
the samematerials, it follows that minimum volume or cross-
sectional area means also minimum weight.

mininize C (x) = ��∑
�=1
G�H (x)�I � (15a)

subject to J (x)� ≤ 0 (K = 1, . . . , L)
x
� ≤ x ≤ x

�, (15b)

where

H (x)� = {2?��� + ℎ��� ��}
�
. (16)

�e constraint functions are composed of constraints of
slenderness ratio (J(x)1, J(x)2), internal forces (J(x)3, J(x)4),
and de�ection (J(x)5) as shown in (17a), (17b), (17c), (17d),
and (17e). �e constraints on slenderness ratio are specied
in El.120 of DASt R015, K115, and El.409 [1, 5].

J (x)1 = '�,�'�,�,max

− 1.0 ≤ 0.0, (17a)

J (x)2 = '�,�'�,�,max

− 1.0 ≤ 0.0, (17b)

J (x)3 = !��!	� − 1.0 ≤ 0.0, (17c)

J (x)4 = >��>	� − 1.0 ≤ 0.0, (17d)

J (x)5 = MmaxMlimit

− 1.0 ≤ 0.0, (17e)

where

'�,� = 0.8 (ℎ��� )√ %�,� cr,��,
'�,�,max = 0.316√ �%�,� ,

'�,� = ?� + �3�� ,
'�,�,max = 1.03√ �%�,� .

(18)

3.2. Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm (RCGA). �is study
selected RCGA to obtain the solution for an optimization,
and this algorithm uses not a binary number but a real
number to represent the genetic information. In designing
the minimumweight for steel structures, the design variables
generally indicate the cross-sectional area of the structural
members. Even with the objective function in (15a) and (15b),
the parameters of the cross-sectional shape of a single mem-
ber with constant weight are assigned to the design variables.
�e structural members mainly use H-shape section steel,
channels (C-shape section), and square-shape steel pipes, and
the design variables increase as the shape of these members
becomes complex, and the number of members increases.
�erefore, it is di�cult and ine�cient to express the increas-
ing design variables in genetic information in a usual binary-
coded GA (BCGA). In case of SCW beams, which have
complex shapes, it is more practical and reasonable to use
RCGS that use an actually used variable as the design variable
rather than the complicated BCGA to solve the weight opti-
mization problem.�eGA like simulated annealing (SA) can
be applied to various types of problems, and this is a global
optimization method widely used. �is method emulates the
genetics of nature to search for an appropriate solution by the
process of articially creating new operators for next genera-
tion through the operations of selection, crossover, andmuta-
tion of a design variable set, which possess similar structure
as the biological genetic factor, that is, chromosomes [22].
�us, unlike existing optimizationmethods, which search for
local solution and then repeat the computation with several
initial points to search for the global optimum, GA carries
out a probabilistic search with not a design point but a design
group. �us, it is evaluated to have higher reliability to reach
the global optimum. RCGA has the same algorithm as GA
with binary numbers. However, it is composed of real num-
bers not binary numbers so that decoding is not required, and
it di�ers a little from GA in operation, type, and method.

Genetic operation between parent generation and o�-
spring generation inherits the trait by using tness in the
process of searching for the solution. Fitness in the context
of GA means the scale of capacity to survive in ecological
system, and it determines whether copying of the genetic
information of each individual in the mating pool is allowed
or not. �erefore, the individual with high tness means
higher probability of being selected as the parent of next
generation. �e constrained optimization problem of this
paper consisted of an objective function and the unequal con-
straints. As shown in (15a) and (15b), the objective function is
the weight of a structure, and constraints are design codes for
SCWbeams.�isminimization problem can be converted by
a series of unconstrained minimization problems as

min N
 (x) = C (x) + O�P (x) (19a)

P (x) = �∑
�=1

min {0, J (x)�}� , (19b)

where N
(x) is tness function, P(x) is a penalty function,J(x)� is Sth constraint function, and O�, T (=2) are the penalty
coe�cients and the multiplier for the penalty function,
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respectively. To intuitively express the tness values, the
minimization problem of (19a) can be expressed as a maxi-
mization problem of the tness function N(x), as shown in

max N (x) = B2B1 + N
 (x) , (20)

where B1 and B2 are the constants.
�e o�spring generation x

o�spring is formed from par-
ent generation x

parent through such operations as selection,
crossover, mutation, and so forth, and each operation is car-
ried out with the purpose of increasing tness or maintaining
superior traits. Particularly, since the probabilistic variables of
genetic operation have di�erent e�ective values depending on
mathematicalmodels, it is important to select the appropriate
variable. �e genetic operations selected for this study are
crossover, mutation, elitist strategy, and outbreeding which
are explained as follows.

Crossover of binary variables refers to mixing of genetic
information from the chromosomes of parent generation and
involves one point, several points, homogeneous crossover,
and so forth. However, RCGA does not convert the genetic
information into chromosomal form with genetic trait, and
its crossovermethods (interpolation, extrapolation, heuristic,
hybrid heuristic with crossover, and so forth) are di�erent.
Interpolation/extrapolation and heuristic methods follow the
process expressed in (21a) and (21b) to mix and inherit the
genetic information, where O is a random number.

x
o�spring = ±Oxparent� + (1 ∓ O) xparent� , (21a)

x
o�spring = x

parent
� + O (xparent� − x

parent
� ) . (21b)

Mutation like crossover means the genetic information
of o�spring is dened by a probability di�erent from parent.
Since binary variable has the values of 0 and 1 only, its
mutation is easily carried out by changing 0 to 1 and vice
versa. However, real number variable makes the movement
to new search space of more wide design range to escape
from local minimum. It results in a mutation probability
relatively higher than binary variable to be applied di�erently
depending on the problems and is dened as shown in

�new� = {{{
�low� + O (�high� − �low� ) , if O ≤ V��current� , if O > V�. (22)

Elitist strategy keeps the best population forcefully in order
to prevent it from being excluded or changed by crossover or
mutation in the process of selecting each next generation. It
canmaintain the best tness by preserving the best individual
with the overall increase in the tness during the process of
changing the generation [23].

Lastly, outbreeding replaces some part of a population
with new population at each generation in order to prevent
the lowering of search e�ciency in the design space due to
similar genetic information or occurrence of homogeneous
individual with each new generation. �is method applies
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Figure 2: Flowchart for the optimum design programing with
RCGA.

preset perturbation vector �x and random number vector r
to existing population and is dened as shown in [24]

x
new = x

current ± r ⋅ diag (�x) . (23)

Since perturbation vector is generally determined at the
early stage of the genetic operation, it can be dened by the
size of the design variable space, and it a�ects convergence of
the solution and its accuracy.

3.3. Flowchart of the Developed Optimum Design Program.
�is study used RCGA for the optimum structural design of
SCW beam, and this program searches the global minimum
by implementing the aforementioned genetic operation. �e
�owchart for the developed program is shown in Figure 2.

In calculating the tness of the �owchart in Figure 2,!��, >��, and M in (17a), (17b), (17c), (17d), and (17e) were
member stresses and de�ection and can be obtained by a
structural analysis. While it is easy to obtain the solution for
a simple beam, it is di�cult to nd those for a complex one.
Particularly, for tapered beams under various external force
or steel structures with many members, it is more practical
and useful to obtain an approximate solution using a nite
element analysis (FEA). �e stopping rule in metaheuristic
methods like SA, GA, or RCGA is generally determined by
either the mean tness convergence of the population, the
best tness convergence, or maximum generation number.
�is paper compared the convergence process of the tness
by setting maximum generation number to a specied value
in order to determine the probabilistic parameter of RCGA
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Figure 3: Shape and external load condition of the simple beam
model.

and the number of individuals that are suitable for the optimal
design of SCW beam.

4. Optimum Structural Design of Simple
Supported SCW Beam

RCGA is applied to compute the global minimum for a
problem consisting of constraints as well as the objective
function to minimize the cross-sectional area of SCW beam.
�e e�ciency of the probabilistic parameters is examined
through the analysis applied to the simple supported beam
as shown in Figure 3.

RCGA generates the o�spring from the parent through
various genetic operations and can obtain the generation
with better tness as the number of generations increases.
Many parts of the operations in this process are to generate
a random number and to determine the genetic operator.
�e genetic operators are carried out by the random number
through the probability of the operators. �e probabilistic
parameters of the operators are crossover probability V� and
mutation probability V�. Mutation is to escape from local
minimum to search for the global minimum. Outbreeding
generates another parent through the imposition of pertur-
bation vector and increases the search e�ciency, which was
lowered due to the selection of similar traits of the parent,
in the design space. In other words, the size of perturbation
vector space for enlarging the design space a�ects the search
e�ciency. �us, this section discusses the convergence and
e�ciency of the solution of the program in response to the
change of probabilistic variables and perturbation vector,
when they were applied to the SCW beam for its optimum
design.

�e adoptedmodel has a span I of 10m and uniform load
of �� = 100N/m is applied. �e elastic modulus �, Poisson
ratio ], and yield stresses %� are 210GPa, 0.3, and 240MPa,
respectively. �e shape of the corrugation is set to be �3 =4.0 cm and� = 7.75 cm.�e sinusoidal wave selected for this
study was generated by an automatic machine developed by
Zeman & CO of Vienna, Austria [5, 25]. �e de�ection limit
was set to be Mlimit = I/300, and the design force used the
maximum bending moment and maximum shear force and
DASt-R015 was applied to the design.

4.1. Convergence in Response to the Increase in the Numbers
of Generations and Populations. GA generally improves the
tness with the increase in the numbers of populations
and generations. Although good solutions can be obtained
even with some changes of the parameters due to the fact

Table 1: Result of optimum structural design by RCGA (V� = 0.875;V� = 0.3; �x = 0.001x�).
Number of
populations

C(x)
(cm2)

?� (cm)
��

(mm)
ℎ� (cm)

��
(mm)

P (x)
10 157.896 21.77 15.0 173.70 4.6 0.0

20 159.803 24.05 17.4 135.95 4.9 0.0

30 160.560 32.41 13.2 141.76 4.6 0.0

40 157.858 31.32 12.7 151.64 4.5 0.0

50 154.459 18.57 20.4 150.51 4.6 0.0

60 156.806 24.93 14.8 157.99 4.6 0.0

70 158.920 20.76 17.4 157.39 4.8 0.0

80 157.674 21.24 18.2 151.43 4.6 0.0

90 157.429 29.29 13.2 153.16 4.5 0.0

100 153.837 25.83 14.1 157.73 4.5 0.0

Table 2: Result of optimum structural design by RCGA (V� = 0.25;V� = 0.0; �x = 0.3x�).
Number of
populations

C(x)
(cm2)

?� (cm)
��

(mm)
ℎ� (cm)

��
(mm)

P (x)
10 164.581 18.47 18.7 167.67 5.0 0.0

20 153.870 24.07 16.3 143.82 4.6 0.0

30 154.036 20.05 19.0 149.97 4.5 0.0

40 153.161 23.73 14.9 160.15 4.5 0.0

50 152.794 29.02 13.1 149.03 4.5 0.0

60 154.124 22.97 16.2 153.78 4.5 0.0

70 154.037 25.49 13.4 166.65 4.5 0.0

80 152.831 20.36 18.1 153.92 4.5 0.0

90 152.959 26.14 14.3 151.65 4.5 0.0

100 153.139 24.60 15.3 150.77 4.5 0.0

that they are based on probabilistic operation, satisfactory
results in proportion to the quantity of computation are not
guaranteed.�us, in this section, we investigate the optimum
results and tness for the model in response to the increase
in the numbers of generations and populations. �is study
increased the number of populations from 10 to 100 in
increments of 10 and the number of generation up to 1000.

Figures 4 and 5 show the change of objective function
and tness based on the analysis result for the model by
the elite individual with crossover probability V�, mutation
probability V�, and perturbation vector �x for outbreeding
(% of the total design space) of 87.5%, 30%, and 0.1% and 25%,
0% (no mutation), and 30%, respectively.

Tables 1 and 2 show the values of design variables and
penalty function for each number of converged elite based on
Figures 4 and 5. �e value of penalty function not exceeding
zero means that the objective functions with the design
variables are within the e�ective range not violating the con-
straints.�ese two results intuitively indicate that the increase
in the number of generations results in convergence but that
the convergence speed is slowed down with the decrease in
the number of populations. Additionally, the nal conver-
gence value with the simple increase in the population does
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Figure 4: Results and convergence of optimum design analysis (V� = 0.875; V� = 0.3; �x = 0.001x�). (a) Objective function. (b) Fitness.
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not result in increased tness. Examining Tables 1 and 2, ��
converged to 4.5mm, and the other design variables had a
little di�erence in the nal converged value.

�e values of P(x) shown in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that
the elite converged with the increase in the number of gen-
erations are within the feasible design region. However, the
values of constraint functions are not all within the allowed
range at the best. Figure 6 depicts the values of constraint
function of the nally converged elite based on the result
of Figure 5. �e values shown in Figure 6 indicate that the
constraints on stress of web J(x)3 and stress of �ange J(x)4
all reached the boundary limit. Although there was no signif-
icant change of the pattern with the increase in the number of
populations, the analysis of the lowest number of elite showed
that it did not reach the boundary of J(x)3 and that the result
of objective function was the highest.

4.2. Convergence of Probability Parameters and Perturbation
Vector. V�, V�, and �x a�ect the convergence of solution
and global search. Each parameter carries out crossover and
mutation depending on the random number, and mutation
and outbreeding are performed with a purpose of enhancing
global search and improving the search ine�ciency due to the
similarity of the traits of parents. Nonetheless, the optimum
parameter varies by the formulated problem, and simple
increase or decrease of the variables results in e�cient or
e�ective search result.�us, this section compares the results
by the operators and searches for the operator and parameter
appropriate for the SCWbeam, which was formulated in Sec-
tion 3. Accordingly, RCGA are carried out on 100 populations
for 1000 generations with only two operators at a time to
examine the e�ciency of the three operators.

Figure 7 shows the result without mutation, and Fig-
ures 8(a) and 8(b) are the results without outbreeding and
crossover, respectively. �e vertical axis of Figure 7 is dimen-
sionless with C0 = 15260.7, and it is the value of the objective
function for the best elite individual among the analysis
results of themodel.�egure indicates that an improvement

on the convergence cannot be expected with simple increase
or decrease of the parameters. �e gure depicting the result
of analysis without mutation operation also shows the stable
zone of the optimum solution converged according to V�. In
other words, V� between 12.5% and 50% resulted in a rela-
tively stable analysis result and was relatively less in�uenced
by �x. Figure 8(a) shows the result of analysis without out-
breeding operation. Although it does not exhibit a relatively
constant pattern, the least deviation is observed with V� =20%. Additionally, the analysis without crossover as depicted
in Figure 8(b) shows the least deviation and convergence to
the highest tness at V� = 10%.�is is denitely higher thanV� of 0.1∼1%, which is typically used in binary-coded GA.

Figure 9 shows the optimization solutions based on the
analysis result shown in Figure 7 when �x has the values of
20% and 30%.�e gure shows that the RCGA converged the
fastest with V� of 25% and 37.5%.

4.3. Minimum Weight Design of SCW Beam. �is section
examines how the design characteristics optimally result in
the increase of the load and the yield strength. �e yield
stresses %� being applied for the analyses were 240, 270, and
330MPa. Above all, as shown in Figure 10, the increases of
the load and the yield stress resulted in the increase of the
optimum weight and the decrease of the optimum weight,
respectively.

Figure 11 shows the changes of the design variable and
constraint function with respect to the analysis results shown
in Figure 10. �e result showing the polygons represents the
value of the change of design variable with respect to the
optimum design result by the increase of the load, and the
bar graph shows the change of the constraint function. Since
the constraint functions J(x)1 and J(x)3 are the constraint on
the slenderness ratio and shear stress for the web and the con-
straint functions J(x)2 and J(x)4 indicate the constraint on
the slenderness ratio and shear stress for the �ange, the design
variables of relatively high relationship with each constraint
and the graph were overlapped for the illustration.�is gure
shows that the design variable increasing with the increase of
the load is ��, and the constraint function J(x)1 continued
to decrease in response to the change of the design variable.
Although the change of the constraint function J(x)3 in
response to the increase or decrease of ℎ� showed similar
responses, it shows the result of reaching the boundary of
actual design feasibility and the reason for it is that the value
of constraint function is almost near 0. On the other hand,
the thickness of the �ange �� does not keep increasing with
the change of ��. Nonetheless, the change of ?� and J(x)4 is
maintained at the boundary of design feasibility similar to the
web case. �is change signies that although there is some
di�erence in all cases of %�, the pattern is relatively the same.
�is also means the change of �� among the design variables
actively in�uences the optimum design and its in�uence on
the objective function is signicant. Additionally, the point of
crossing of the increase and decrease of the �ange thickness�� is manifested at the same location as the point of crossing
of the increase and decrease of ℎ� curve.�is variation starts
to be manifested from the values of 240MPa and 60N/mm
for %� and ��, respectively, and it is the most evident also
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Figure 10: Variations of objective function by the yield strength.

for values of %� of 270MPa and 330MPa at the values of�� of 100N/mm and 130N/mm, respectively. �ese results
indicate that the design variables on the thickness are dened
by slenderness ratio at each design boundary for the web and
�ange in response to the stress constraint.�is is the result of
the method of designing �ange and web to resist the moment
and shear force, respectively.

Finally, the case of xed end of SCW beam is adopted
and has a concentrated load and uniform load. �e yield
stresses %� being applied for the analyses were 240, 270,
300, and 330MPa. Similar to the previous results of simple
supported SCW beam, the increases of the load and the yield
stress resulted in the increase of the optimum weight and the
decrease of the optimum weight, as shown in Figure 12.

5. Concluding Remarks

�is study formulated an optimization problem with mini-
mum weight as the objective function in order to propose
an optimum structural design method for SCW beam, and
constraint functions were composed from reviewing and
comparing the design codes for shear buckling stress and
the design methods proposed by the literatures of EN 1993-
1-5 [2], DASt-R015 [4], and Pasternak and Hannebauer [1].
Global solution search method was applied to the optimum
design program, and it was applied to a simple SCW model
subjected to uniform load in order to investigate the conver-
gence and e�ciency of the solution by varying probabilistic
parameters and genetic operators. Additionally, the e�ects of
changing constraint function and design variable were also
investigated, and the conclusions are summarized as follows.

First, an optimum structural design program of SCW
beam was developed by using RCGA. �e operators were
selection, crossover, mutation, outbreeding, and elitist strat-
egy, and the optimum solution based on the result of the
analysis of the beam converged relatively early with greater
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Figure 11: Variations of design variable and constraint function by external load condition. (a) %� = 240MPa. (b) %� = 270MPa. (c) %� =330MPa.

number of populations and generations. Next, the optimiza-
tion method using RCGA could improve the convergence
with crossover probability, mutation probability, and pertur-
bation vectors and elite of superior trait could be attained. A
stable solution could be obtained for the optimum design of
the SCW beam for the crossover probability between 12.5%
and 50%. �e best elite individual could be obtained with

crossover probabilities of 25% and 37.5% when the pertur-
bation vectors were 20% and 30%, respectively. Finally, �e
analysis result of the optimumdesign program for SCWbeam
was deemed to re�ect the proposed design method very well
based on the result of varying constraint function and design
variable. �e increase of yield strength resulted in the reduc-
tion of optimum cross section subjected to uniform load.
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Figure 12: Variations of objective function by the external load type (SCW beam with xed end). (a) Concentrated load. (b) Uniform load.

Notations

?�: Flange plate width��: Flange plate thicknessℎ�: Clear web height between both �anges��: �e corrugated web plate thickness�3: Depth of a corrugation wave�: Projected length of half corrugation wave�: Sinusoidal shape function of corrugation
about the horizontal axis�: Unfolded length of corrugation for half
period��: Moment of inertia of a half wave about the
horizontal axis of symmetry : Reduction factor �(or �): Reduction factor for a global (or local)
web buckling�cr,�(or �): Critical shear stress for a global (or local)
web buckling'�,�(or �): Reference slenderness for a global (or
local) web buckling��: Flexural sti�ness of a corrugated web per
unit corrugation about strong axis��: Flexural sti�ness of a corrugated web per
unit corrugation about weak axis!��: Design value of a tensile or compressive
force!	�: Resistance capacity of a shear force(=!	
/#�)

>��: Design value of a tensile or
compressive force>	�: Resistance capacity of a tensile or
compressive force (=>	
/#�)#�: Partial safety factor�: Young’s modulus of elasticity

]: Poisson’s ratio%�,�(or�): Yield strength of a corrugated web
(or a �at �ange)He� ,�: E�ective area of the compression
�ange (=?�� ⋅ ��)C(x): Objective function of a sinusoidal
corrugated web girderJ(x)�: Constraint function of a sinusoidal
corrugated web girder

x: Design variable vector(={?�, ��, ℎ�, ��}�)H(x): Transverse cross section area of
sinusoidal corrugated web beam

x
�(or �): Upper (or lower) boundary of a

design variable vector

x
�: Range of design variable (=x� − x

�)
x
�(or �): New (or current) variable vector

x
of(or pa): O�spring (or parent) variable vector�x: Perturbation vectorN(x): Fitness functionP(x): Penalty functionO, r: Random variable and random vector
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V�: Probability of a mutationV�: Probability of a crossoverI: Length of a simple beamM: De�ection of a simple beamMlim: Vertical de�ection limit of a simple beam��: Distributed loadYmax: Bending moment of the distributed loaded
simple beam!max: Shear force of the distributed loaded
simple beam.
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